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Skip to List: 1-50 Original files List of original game data files, hosted by www.GameDB.org. Retrieved 2020-08-23. Note that
several of the files marked inaccessible may still be present on the PlayStation 3. The following is a list of game files available
for download on the PS3 via Remote Play: Black Ops III is the official sequel to the video game Call of Duty: Black Ops and
the third installment in the Black Ops series. Treyarch is the developer of the game. The file avatars_20_00.katz.pk3.obs
contains 4 individual images. Each image is a custom avatar, representing a character in a cyberpunk-themed game. Black Ops
II Special Ops had three exclusive missions that were released for the PS3. This file contains the sonynmc.psx from these
exclusive missions. A file containing an edited version of title theme song "Battle Born" by Tim Kiefer, which was available via
Black Ops II PS3 Games Online. This version of the song is called "I Don't Wanna Fight" because it is the main theme song in
Battleborn. The file "sonymc01-sv.kss" contains a 24-second video with the first ten seconds of a Kenji Eno score and the
remaining 18 seconds of one of the scores from the End Theme "The Warning" which was released in Black Ops 2. Special
customizations Motion graphics are a set of special effects that change the appearance of characters and objects in a game with
animated motion. With motion graphics, the game characters and other objects will appear to be moving to the music. The game
features several types of motion graphics: Animated sounds: The music and background sound effects are modified to create
animated visual effects. Textured lighting: The game characters are illuminated by blurred and shadowed lighting effects to
create a three-dimensional appearance. Color change effects: Colors of game objects will change with the music and
background sound effects. Accessories Additional PS3 and iPod Games Accessories Compatibility with other video games
Black Ops 3 Beta Keys was announced to be available for download on the PlayStation Network along with the 2010 game
Modern Warfare 2 which features the same beta key code. This, and other compatibility with Activision's online service, was
the result of a deal Activision made with Sony which allowed them to use the other's game keys to
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